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ABSTRACT

“Computational Thinking is the thought processes involved in
formulating problems and their solutions so that the solutions are
represented in a form that can be effectively carried out by an
information-processing agent.” [14], as cited in [44]

Computational thinking (CT) involves a broadly applicable and
complex set of processes that are often explained by way of the
knowledge, attitudes, and general practices that they entail.
However, to become facile with CT, learners require instruction
that is grounded in concrete, relevant experiences. This paper
examines teacher practices that are intended to promote CT skill
acquisition through instruction that takes place in two framing
contexts. The phenomenological context, which is based on
observable patterns of object interaction that recur in games and
simulations, is particularly valuable for developing the capacity to
think abstractly. Abstraction is the key to recognizing analogous
conditions, an ability that is the basis for transferring learning to
new situations. The disciplinary context describes areas of
application within and across subject areas, including computer
science, that can foster proficiency with data representation,
problem decomposition, and other CT skills. Using the Scalable
Game Design curriculum as a lens to examine classroom
practices, we find that teachers both plan and enact CT instruction
in these contexts.

In an effort to make such definitions more usable, the Computer
Science Teachers Association (CSTA) and the International
Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) produced a
consensus-based list of problem-solving skills (e.g., “logically
organizing and analyzing data”) and attitudes (e.g., “tolerance for
ambiguity”) that characterize computational thinking [13]. The
College Board’s list of computational thinking practices and big
ideas for the upcoming AP® Computer Science Principles
curriculum is similarly abstract for the most part, although a few
identifiable technologies are included (e.g., the Internet, the
Global Positioning System, 3D printers) [39]. Brennan and
Resnick [10] found that children who engage in interactive media
development use computational concepts and practices, and also
alter certain perspectives (e.g., creative expression, social
connection). Overall, these frameworks provide guidance
regarding general elements of computational thinking.

Categories and Subject Descriptors

As with most subjects, grounding computational thinking
instruction within concrete, relevant application contexts is
expected to enhance learning [29]. Such contexts include courses
and units devoted to specific academic disciplines, including
computer science and technology education, and to crosscurricular skills. Rich opportunities exist within these settings for
students to participate in activities and to work with tools that are
intended to develop the desired abilities, knowledge, and habits of
mind. To that end, there have been a number of efforts to create
context-specific materials for classroom activities that promote
computational thinking skill acquisition and application.
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Science Education – curriculum, literacy
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Simply having access to pedagogical materials is not necessarily
sufficient. Teachers must also learn to use these materials
effectively, particularly for computational thinking instruction
because it is a new area that is being integrated into their current
practice. Although teaching computational thinking does consume
class time, the learners’ increased ability to solve problems on
their own provides a more satisfying experience for both teachers
and students. In addition, educational leaders must be prepared to
develop and implement supportive policies, working in concert
with the computer science community [3].

1. INTRODUCTION
Definitions of computational thinking vary, but typical language
is succinct and high level. For example, a frequently repeated
description is that
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In this paper we examine the scope of available tools and
approaches for computational thinking instruction, describe a
framework that relates two contexts used to frame instruction to
the potential for learning different sets of computational thinking
concepts, and explore how teachers employing a computational
thinking curriculum known as Scalable Game Design are using
these contexts in their teaching.
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2. THE COMPUTATIONAL THINKING
INSTRUCTION LANDSCAPE

guidelines describe the scope of knowledge and skills that should
be mastered by tomorrow’s computing practitioners and
researchers, including those who will work in non-computing
domains, and provide a wealth of implementation ideas for
educational institutions. The report suggests in passing that
computational thinking concepts can be acquired by college
students who take introductory computer science courses intended
for non-majors, and subtly implies that students in computer
science programs will be exposed to the relevant information. The
main reference to computational thinking for majors occurs in the
computational science context, an area of knowledge that was
added to the recommendations in the most recent revision.

Over the past few years, programs to instill computational
thinking skills in students of all ages have arisen, backed by high
profile public and private organizations. Some emphasize
computing experiences, while others are drawn from different
disciplines. Using visual programming environments to meet
selected programmatic objectives is a popular tactic.

2.1 Programmatic Approaches
Instructional materials for K–12 students are available from a
variety of sources. For students in high school courses that have a
computer science emphasis, several complete curricula are being
developed that include focused activities plus ancillary material
such as lesson plans and quizzes. For example, Thriving in Our
Digital World [32] was designed with the support of the National
Science Foundation (United States) with the Computer Science
Principles framework in mind. In New Zealand, the content of the
NZ Computer Science Field Guide is based on national standards
that were influenced by the 2008 release of the ACM / IEEE-CS
computer science curriculum guidelines for undergraduate
programs [7]. In these curricula, computational thinking topics
may be covered directly or addressed within application areas
such as artificial intelligence and computer graphics. Teachers
will be able to use these comprehensive resources as provided or
select content of interest.

2.2 Learning Environments
Instructors have access to quite a large number of learning
environments and tools that have been developed specifically to
teach programming, computational thinking, or otherwise
introduce computing-related concepts. General categories include
1) authoring environments running on a variety of computing
platforms that support visual programming, game design, and
simulation development and 2) physical / tangible computing kits
for working with robots, microcontrollers, and other devices [17,
23]. This section highlights a subset of authoring environments for
which computational thinking connections have been explored in
the literature.1
The visual programming interfaces provided by Alice, Scratch,
and Stagecast Creator are intended to support animated
storytelling and related activities such as game creation. Alice’s
3D environment is designed to teach object-oriented concepts.
Controlling 2D sprites is the essence of Scratch, which includes
capabilities for manipulating sound, images, and video to create
art and media projects. Additional emphases include learning
through experimentation and through social learning, supported
by an active content sharing community [35]. Stagecast Creator,
which also offers a 2D experience, uses programming by
demonstration to create rules for its characters. With appropriate
scaffolding provided by instructors and supporting materials, use
of these environments is thought to give students practice with
several areas of computational thinking suggested by CSTA and
ISTE [13]: problem decomposition, abstraction, data analysis and
representation, algorithmic thinking, and parallelization [15, 43,
46].

Younger students are more likely to encounter general
computational thinking instruction in brief units integrated into
other learning experiences such as their elementary school classes
or middle school technology courses. The organization Code.org
has been spearheading an initiative aimed at K–8 educators to
support student exploration of four computational thinking
concepts—decomposition, patterns, abstraction, and algorithms—
along with computer science familiarization and programming
concepts [12]. The lessons incorporate selected activities from
Computer Science Unplugged, a set of engaging exercises that
teach computing and computational thinking ideas without the use
of computers [8].
Students can also acquire computational thinking skills through
activities that promote learning in academic subject areas other
than computer science and technology. The collection of teacher
resources provided by CSTA and ISTE [13] offers numerous brief
subject-oriented examples linked to particular grade levels and
computational thinking skills as well as nine extended sample
lesson plans that emphasize language arts, science, mathematics,
social studies, and research skills. In the near future, it is likely
that a proliferation of instructional resources prompted by interest
in the Next Generation Science Standards (NGSS) [30] will
appear. These standards cover essential STEM practices,
concepts, and discipline-specific ideas, stipulating how students
can demonstrate their understanding of this content. The standards
do not prescribe curricular or teaching approaches, which have
been left to government bodies and educators to develop over the
next several years with the help of emerging professional
development resources (e.g., [11, 27]). NGSS competencies
relating to computational thinking include the use of data,
developing algorithms, and working with and creating
simulations.

Working with and/or designing simulations adds two more
computational thinking skills to the above list: data collection, and
modeling and simulation [13]. Although simulations can be
created with general visual programming software, purpose-built
tools that facilitate the collection and analysis of generated data
often enable deeper investigations that make use of computational
science techniques. The CTSiM environment offers a dual
approach to computational thinking for middle school students,
incorporating aspects of program design and scientific inquiry
[38]. Currently, agent-based kinematics and ecology simulation
modules are available, supporting the development of
computational thinking skills through a cycle of model definition,
visualization, analysis, and refinement.

At the college level, the computer science curricular
recommendations that are jointly developed and maintained by
ACM and the IEEE Computer Society serve as a recognized
international standard [40]. Most recently updated in 2013, these

1

Learners working in the AgentSheets (2D) and AgentCubes (3D)
environments use visual programming techniques to specify agent
behaviors, potentially allowing them to produce a broad range of
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Additional tools with promise but less formal support include
Kodu, Game Maker, and Gamestar Mechanic.

3.1 The Phenomenological Context:
Computational Thinking Patterns

designs ranging from simple games to sophisticated
computational science simulations that offer plotting and data
export capabilities [33, 34]. An associated curriculum, Scalable
Game Design (SGD), recommends skill progression pathways and
facilitates progress. SGD researchers have been investigating a
paradigm known as computational thinking patterns (CTPs)2 that
fosters the growth of transferable computational thinking skills
[5].

Many games and simulations involve physical interactions
between objects: Pacman eating a power pill (or predators eating
other animals in an ecosystem), a ball hitting a paddle in Breakout
(or molecules colliding with the side of a container), the head
segment in Centipede pulling body segments behind it (or a
tugboat pulling a ship). These kinds of observable phenomena are
the basis for Scalable Game Design’s computational thinking
patterns, which were derived by applying and extending
Michotte’s work on the perception of causality [25] to the actions
found in games and simulations [19]. Patterns are named to make
it possible to more easily describe phenomena that recur in
multiple situations, providing a scaffold for students to recognize
the commonalities among these situations and thereby use the key
computational thinking skill of abstraction [17, 22, 24, 45]. The
examples above are examples of the patterns called absorb,
collision, and pull, respectively.

3. A CONTEXTUALIZATION
FRAMEWORK FOR GROUNDING
CT LEARNING EXPERIENCES
Although few countries have mandated computer science
education, both standards organizations and leading researchers
are suggesting that computational thinking should become a
required core competency [17, 30, 45]. While it remains to be
seen how such a scenario might play out, it is clear that teacher
professional development will be a crucial component. Some
teachers may be comfortable sorting through the ever-increasing
selection of resources and authoring environments on their own,
but most will desire a more focused introduction to the topic in
order to become familiar with the range of computational thinking
competency areas and to identify instructional materials and
methods that will be successful in their own classrooms. They will
need to learn how ground their instruction in specific application
contexts in order to effectively promote student learning.

Like other recurring patterns, computational thinking patterns are
a kind of design pattern. First introduced by Christopher
Alexander and colleagues in the urban planning and architectural
design context [1], design patterns and pattern languages provide
information about commonly encountered problems and solutions
used by practitioners in a domain. Abstractions identified as
design patterns have been applied in other computing-related
contexts including software engineering [16] and humancomputer interaction [9].

Through our work offering professional development with the
Scalable Game Design curriculum and supporting teachers who
are implementing SGD activities, we have identified a framework
for thinking about two meaningful application contexts that can be
used to frame computational thinking instruction. One is the
phenomenological context, which is based on observable patterns
of object interaction that recur in games and simulations (e.g.,
collisions). Fun activities in school settings—designing games, for
instance—are often thought of as stepping stones to desirable
outcomes such as increasing student interest or learning to use a
tool or technique that will be applied in a more serious context.
We have found that game design on its own is both fun and
valuable for developing computational thinking skills. The
transferability of phenomenological patterns to interpreting and
designing simulations is a bonus. The disciplinary context
describes areas of application within and across subject areas. As
shown by the broad scope of the CSTA / ISTE sample lesson
plans [13] mentioned above, it is both possible and constructive to
offer computational thinking activities across the curriculum.
Depending on which computational thinking constructs are to be
learned and what other learning goals are important, teachers may
wish to focus on one or both of the above contexts, as explained
below.

How can a pattern language-like assembly of CTPs support
student learning? Identifying a CTP provides an easy way for
students to discuss a chunk of code without getting lost in the
details. “Do your tunnels absorb properly?” is a meaningful
question frequently heard in SGD classrooms. The individual
programming constructs in AgentSheets/Cubes can be used in an
uncountable number of ways: that’s their power for a
knowledgeable programmer and their weakness from the point of
view of the learner. CTPs provide an intermediate level at which
to specify requirements or describe a solution. Without providing
students an exact answer to copy, a teacher can employ CTPs to
guide learners towards a good solution.
The Scalable Game Design curriculum begins with building the
game Frogger, a process that introduces the definitions and
underlying rule-based implementations of three fundamental
computational thinking patterns that are widely applicable within
other games and simulations—generation, absorption, and
collision—plus the transport pattern [5]. Tunnels generate and
absorb trucks, which may collide with the frog, who is able to be
transported by logs floating in the river. Students are encouraged
to think about the similarities between tunnels and islands, which
generate and absorb the river logs.

We believe that this framework will be relevant for thinking about
instruction using other creative and computational science-based
authoring environments, as well as for teachers who intend to
incorporate computational thinking into their classes through the
use of standalone activities. This section explains the framework
in detail, and the next one reports our findings regarding
instructional planning and practices within SGD classrooms as
viewed through the framework.
2

With respect to pattern implementation, observing that two
situations are analogous can be extremely helpful, making the
phenomenological context valuable in two ways. First, within a
single development environment, knowledge of the technique
used to implement a pattern in one situation supports the ability to
implement the same pattern when it is needed in a new situation.
This holds true for both simple and complex patterns, though
students will need to think more deeply about the mapping as
complexity increases or the situations become more different.
Figure 1 shows how the absorb CTP is implemented with an
AgentSheets rule in the Frogger game and in Predator Prey, an
ecosystem simulation. Note that the rules are similar except for
their referents (truck, tunnel → small fish, large fish).

As a result of ongoing research in SGD, the list and descriptions
of computational thinking patterns are continually being refined
(fourteen are listed in the scope and sequence document [36]).
Recommended references include [5, 6, 19].
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Figure 2. Comparison of implementation rules for the collision
computational thinking pattern in AgentSheets and Scratch.
Figure 1. Comparison of implementation rules for the absorb
computational thinking pattern in a game (Frogger) and
simulation (Predator Prey).

higher level of abstract thinking. For example, one of the more
complex patterns is the hill climbing CTP, which is typically used
in connection with the diffusion CTP. Hill climbing can be
classified as a form of searching; it is not the only available search
algorithm. Note that search itself is a concept, not an algorithm.
Also, more advanced students can examine the recommended
implementation of diffusion versus a more general mathematical
description of diffusion. Through discussion and additional
examples, teachers can help students to understand the idea of an
algorithm (another important computational thinking construct),
explore different kinds of algorithms (e.g., searching, sorting), and
consider applications of the hill climbing and diffusion patterns
within and beyond the phenomenological context.

In [20] there is an example of student work showing how patterns
present in two games, Sokoban and Sims, appeared in
combination in a chaos theory simulation subsequently created by
the same individual. A later study showed a strong correlation
between the ability to incorporate CTPs in the first few projects in
a course with the ability demonstrated in the final project [21].
Especially when the implementations of individual patterns is
complex, these kinds of outcomes provide strong evidence that the
phenomenological context contributes to student success by
promoting abstract thinking.

It is important to recognize that CTPs have some inherent
limitations. Returning to the description of collision provided
earlier—two entities run into each other and some further action
results—it is clear that there is some overlap with absorb. With
collision both objects survive, but with absorb one of them
vanishes. The existence of adjacency provides some initial
information about the phenomenon at hand, and the running into
in the description implies the type of interaction that humans
recognize as collision. In discussions of brief video clips showing
real-world activity that is intended to illustrate a particular CTP,
we have found that both students and teachers generally identify
additional, less prominent phenomena that correspond to other
CTPs. Although CTPs are, by nature, not all conceptually
orthogonal, this situation does not diminish their usefulness as
high-level descriptors.

Second, when moving between development environments,
understanding the meaning of a computational thinking pattern
should allow it to be operationalized more easily in the new
setting. Consider the collision CTP, which describes the situation
in which two entities run into each other (ball and paddle,
molecule and container) and some further action results. In
Scratch, collide has been identified as one of six design pattern
variables, which are “contextual proficiencies based around
common coding patterns” that can be implemented with varying
levels of sophistication [37]. A student who understands the
concept underlying collision detection, which is an adjacency test,
should recognize that the next to condition of AgentSheets/Cubes
implements that test (Figure 2a). Moving to Scratch, the student
looking for a way to test adjacency should be able to identify the
if touching block as a suitable option (Figure 2b). More
importantly, the student should also be able to implement other
CTPs in Scratch for which there are no corresponding design
pattern variables.

A second limitation is that the current set of CTPs is merely a
starting point. As we observe in classrooms, examine student
projects, and monitor the introduction of new software and
hardware, we expect to see new CTPs emerge. For example, the
possibilities for interaction-related CTPs are expanding. In
addition to the original cursor control CTP, which is suitable for
two-dimensional games with birds-eye or side views, we must
now consider the somewhat different behavioral expectations that
result from entering a first-person view available only in a threedimensional environment. For mobile hardware that lacks cursor
keys altogether but might offer tilt and gesture sensors, are there
new CTPs waiting to be discovered? Clicking on or touching an
agent is yet another alternative for interacting with it, and this type
of action has not yet been formalized into a CTP.

The above examples of taking what has been learned in one
setting and applying it to a second show some potential
possibilities for near transfer. Although transfer ought to be
facilitated by skill in abstraction learned through experience with
the phenomenological context, it is not a given [2, 28]. Transfer is
more likely when teachers guide students to develop their
understanding rather than presenting prescriptive instructions and
when they provide opportunities to see multiple applications of
individual CTPs. Becoming a flexible computational thinker in
the broader sense depends on mindfully practicing one’s skills in a
variety of contexts [29].
Computational thinking patterns represent just one level of
abstraction. Classifying the patterns in terms of goals that would
apply outside the game and simulation design context leads to a
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3.2 The Disciplinary Context: Subject Area
Content

and function calling. Additional CS subject area content includes
exposure to disciplinary practices such as debugging and pair
programming, which connect nicely to selected computational
thinking dispositions in the framework developed by CSTA &
ISTE [13]. These are “persistence in working with difficult
problems” and “the ability to communicate and work with others
to achieve a common goal or solution” (p. 7).

“Teaching computational thinking … is to teach [learners] how to
think like an economist, a physicist, an artist, and to understand
how to use computation to solve their problems, to create, and to
discover new questions that can fruitfully be explored.” [18]
In addition to the phenomenological context, students experience
a disciplinary context surrounding the game or simulation design
and development process. As a curriculum that promotes
computational thinking and that has high appeal across
demographic groups, Scalable Game Design is typically adopted
for use during the regular school day and applied within a broad
variety of subject areas [4, 42]. While this curriculum is most
frequently found in technology education and STEM-focused
classes, teachers from art, foreign language, and other fields have
also brought SGD to their students. Other visual programming
tools are also used in diverse disciplinary settings. The discussion
of the phenomenological context showed its relevance to learning
about abstraction and algorithms, and the disciplinary context
offers the opportunity to consider additional areas of
computational thinking such as data representation, problem
decomposition, and parallelization.

4. SITUATING TEACHER PRACTICE
WITHIN THE CONTEXTUALIZATION
FRAMEWORK
In order to understand how the above framework might be used to
characterize what goes on during computational thinking
instruction, we undertook a study that examined two aspects of
teacher practice: planning and implementation. In this section we
report case study data gleaned by observing Scalable Game
Design classrooms, interviewing teachers, and analyzing a
selection of instructional planning documents, revealing how
teachers and learners are using phenomenological and disciplinary
contextualization within SGD-related activities.
Approximately sixty classroom observations were carried out
during the 2014–15 school year using an instrument called
SCOPE [41] that is designed specifically for data collection
relevant to computer science instruction in a physical lab or
classroom setting. Use of this tool provides insight into teachers’
pedagogical approaches, allowing observers to capture
information about the nature of classroom interactions and the
degree to which a class is conducted in a teacher- versus studentcentered manner. Other portions of the tool address CS and nonCS content emphases and learning goals (e.g., how to handle a
matter in a particular way, versus why to do so). We were able to
record the size of instructional groups (individual, small group, or
whole class), the types of computing-related activities in which
students were engaged (e.g., planning, programming, testing), the
nature of instructional resources made available to students, and
multiple aspects of discourse among teachers and students
including topic generation and uptake, help-seeking behavior, and
referencing computational thinking patterns.

Recall the three skill areas stressed in the Next Generation
Science Standards [29]: data, algorithms, and simulation.
Thoughtfully creating and running a simulation in any subject
would be expected to provide practice with these areas. Imagine a
teacher suggesting that students create a carbon cycle simulation
in response to standard HS-ESS3-6: Use a computational
representation to illustrate the relationships among Earth systems
and how those relationships are being modified due to human
activity. In completing this assignment, students would gain the
desired computational thinking experience while considering
which aspects of the cycle to incorporate, how to represent those
aspects in the simulation tool, how the movement of the carbon
would be controlled, which variables should be included in the
simulation, and what the results mean.
Note that design-related activities for both games and simulations
can also be used to address disciplinary learning goals that are
unrelated or only peripherally related to computational thinking.
As an example, a planning activity within the Frogger curriculum
[26] suggests that students “identify game objects, called agents,
by locating nouns in the game description” (p. 8) and “identify
agent interaction by locating verbs in the game description” (p. 9).
The verbs describing “agent interaction” are not necessarily the
same as the computational thinking patterns that they denote, and
teachers are expected to help students acquire the appropriate
vocabulary. In a language arts class, the teacher could extend this
activity further. A second example of a disciplinary connection
involves the use of probability, which we have seen teachers link
to instruction in math and other STEM fields. In Frogger, the
game is more fun if the pattern of vehicles being generated by the
tunnels is unpredictable, which students can accomplish by
including a probability condition in the rule for the generation
pattern. It is up to teachers to decide how to balance emphasis on
computational thinking and on disciplinary constructs in any
given activity.

The SCOPE form is based on scales, checklists, and short answer
fields, supported by optional comment blocks for individual items
and general observations. A guide for a brief semi-structured postobservation teacher interview was added midway through the
year. The descriptions below combine information captured
through SCOPE with additional material provided by observers
and interviewers. Observers went to classrooms alone or in teams,
often making video recordings for later review. Printed versions
of the SCOPE observation forms provided space for field notes,
and this information was later entered into an electronic version of
the form. Teachers tended to volunteer information that was not
on the form, and this information became part of the observers’
notes.
Unit and lesson plans serve as another source of information
regarding teacher thoughts and practices. An experienced SGD
researcher examined materials from thirty teachers / groups,
ranging from single pages to entire websites, and found several
themes of interest relating to contextualization and computational
thinking that are described in section 4.2. These materials were
shared with us over a period of several years, typically during our
annual professional development event.

One subject area to keep in mind is computer science (CS), which
is present to some extent in when using any game or simulation
development software. Students who are scripting and
programming learn ideas about computing that increase their
general knowledge of the field, including the operation of ruleand object-based systems, local and global variables, iteration,
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4.1 Emphasizing the Phenomenological
Context in the Classroom

employ them to conduct peer assessments of each other’s games.
One student would run a game while the assessing student
checked off the CTPs that were used correctly in the game. A
sample check-off item reads as follows: “8) Turtle agent moves to
the left, generates at a reasonable rate, and absorbs at the end of
the water.” Here, MQ uses the CTPs to specify a solution to a
problem without needing to include the details of the code. And
her students all understand this language. They were able to
complete an assessment with 14 items of this type in twenty
minutes.

In this section we offer two examples of teachers who
successfully introduced computational thinking patterns to their
classes. Like a pattern language, these new language elements
gave students ways to describe and evaluate the multiple
behaviors of their programs without needing to specify every
detail of the code. A visitor to both these teachers’ classrooms is
struck by the sight of middle school students effectively
collaborating in a buzz of quiet conversation as they focus all their
efforts on producing colorful and complete video games before
the period comes to an end.

BW is an art teacher who loves technology and comic book
illustration. He teaches elective classes in game design to students
at a middle school on a US military base. Less academicallyoriented students choose his class instead of a foreign language or
instrumental music elective. As the children of parents in the
military, they have moved frequently and attended many different
schools. Roughly half of the students are Hispanic, AfricanAmerican or Asian-American.

MQ teaches the twice-a-week technology class required for all
students at a middle school in a small mountain town. A
programmer by training, she began as a school district IT
specialist and then took a teaching position because she enjoys
working with middle school children. Her classroom is decorated
with big posters of CTPs that she designed herself (Figure 3). She
uses these posters to introduce her students to the language of
computational thinking patterns and the phenomena they describe.

BW carefully incorporates computational thinking patterns into
his students’ game building. He begins the first game, Frogger,
with direct instruction using a practice project as a low-key fun
setting. The students learn to make a simple agent (a colored box
with a funny face) move in 4 directions (the key-controlled
movement CTP). Agent movement via keystrokes is common to
many games, so understanding this CTP as a reusable pattern is
extremely helpful. Then BW demonstrates the CTPs that he would
like them to create, e.g., a tunnel that generates trucks that run
along a road and are absorbed by another tunnel, and challenges
them to recreate the behavior in their sandbox project, working in
pairs. He projects hints on the screen at regular intervals to help
the students move through their task. When a team finishes, the
members get up and help other students complete the task. Next,
team members are assigned responsibility for different CTPs
carried out by the various agents in the actual Frogger game. Each
team member must construct a DIY tutorial for their task by
copying code drawn from tutorials on the SGD wiki and adding
their own explanations. The students use their tutorials to teach
their team members how to build part of the game. By the end of
this process, every student has a complete Frogger game.

When her students reach the point in building a game where they
need to use a particular CTP, she has them look at and discuss the
relevant poster as a group. Each poster contains a description of
the CTP using the objects in the game in which the students will
first use it. The natural language description is followed by real
world examples, which MQ noted were the most important aspect
of the poster to her. Then the code that embodies the CTP appears
along with a matching structured English sentence. MQ teaches
CTPs by linking the code to the students’ everyday experiences
and their ordinary non-technical language.
MQ succeeded in teaching her students to describe the behaviors
encoded in their programs according to the CTPs that they
represent. They internalized the CTPs so well that they could

BW tests his students’ learning of computational thinking patterns
by asking them to create a game, Dungeon Adventure, that
employs all the computational thinking patterns that they have
learned in a new context. His students are so familiar with the
language of CTPs that the rubric can mix ordinary language such
as “Monsters die when hit by arrows” (collision CTP) with the
verbs closely associated with CTPs such as “Arrows delete when
colliding with walls and monsters” (collision CTP again). The
students may help each other and use the tutorials that they and
their friends have written for earlier games as references. BW
troubleshoots hardware problems but does not answer questions
about their Dungeon Adventure programs. This semester, the
student average grade for this assessment was 86%. Using
computational thinking patterns to describe the game behaviors
that the students must create narrows the solution space and
guides the students towards creating games that function in a
similar way. This similarity enables the students to help each
other effectively.
A further example of how students are able to rely on abstraction
skills learned from the phenomenological context comes from a
third grade classroom in which students worked in pairs to build
Frogger games. One pair, who had started by creating a standard
game with the usual obstacles (road with vehicles, river with logs

Figure 3. A teacher-created poster describing the Absorb CTP
as it is used in the game Frogger. ©MQ
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modeling is helpful for pattern identification. They also suggested
having students evaluate each other’s work in order to check
competency with respect to additional computational thinking
concepts (e.g., algorithms, data representation).
The individual teacher, CH, wrote of her plans for a scientific
investigation unit in a ninth grade course covering earth and space
science. As the first activity, students would repeatedly run a prebuilt simulation of how a forest fire spreads and write about their
observations. This initial approach is somewhat different from
that suggested above, but both offer opportunities for active
learning and reflection that are in keeping with the advice of the
Next Generation Science Standards [30]. Next, the class would
discuss what might control fire spreading behavior (as suggested
above) and compare simulations to games to identify similarities
and differences. Using their knowledge of computational thinking
patterns attained from an earlier SGD experience, the students
would then write a specification for their own forest fire
simulations. Since unfamiliar computational thinking patterns
would be needed, the teacher would provide a worksheet with
guiding questions to assist students with programming. Finally,
students would propose and test hypotheses about how to
minimize spreading under different forest conditions (e.g.,
moisture levels, forest density, and the presence of fire breaks).
Here CH is less explicit regarding the acquisition of specific
computational thinking skills, though they are covered.

Figure 4. A Frogger game created by elementary students
with holes to generate and absorb snakes.
and turtles) went on to invent and add an analogous obstacle to the
game that challenged the player with snakes in the grass that are
generated and absorbed by holes (Figure 4).

4.2 Implementation Planning for the
Disciplinary Context

4.3 Bridging the Contexts

Although we conducted a few observations of teachers in
academic disciplines other than computer science and technology
education, our observations occurred while students were still
becoming familiar with the software and we saw almost no
instances in which teachers emphasized their core subject areas.
Therefore, the information reported here regarding the
disciplinary context is based on instructional planning documents.
Our overall review of these materials was revealing. In addition to
the expected mentions of computational thinking patterns, which
relate to the phenomenological context, we found an assortment of
discipline-related elements, both anticipated and unanticipated.
Many teachers referred to relevant standards (perhaps prompted
by planning rubrics); planned to develop connections to student
experiences in the real world through familiar examples, videos,
and hand simulations; and introduced domain-independent STEM
concepts (e.g., chaos, variance). The disciplines of computing and
gaming were represented through concepts such as design,
programming, debugging, artificial intelligence, game objectives,
and NPCs (non-player characters). Surprising areas of application
included Rock / Paper / Scissors as the basis of a data collection
exercise and a supply and demand simulation that brought
together economics and history.

Several of the teachers we work with have come up with clever
methods of connecting the disciplinary and phenomenological
contexts. Here we highlight two ideas that were shared with us,
which are representative of the kinds of experiences that teachers
develop for their students. One teacher, MM, explained her plan
to introduce the diffusion computational thinking pattern by
familiarizing students with its real-world counterpart. She selected
a video in which drops of food coloring fall into a glass of water.
The video not only demonstrates the phenomenon, but also goes
on to show an experiment that helps to answer the question,
“What causes diffusion?” by incorporating content from both
physics and biology. Once students grasp the phenomenon, MM
will move the discussion to the general principles of agent
attributes and behavior that would support diffusion and finally to
the mathematical representation needed to program diffusion in a
game.
As a supplement to the usual SGD curriculum, a second teacher,
AR, added a unit that leads her middle school students to consider
how games and simulations differ, and developed an
accompanying project called Lemmings to provide practice with
simulation-oriented approaches to programming. In her class,
which as a whole focuses on applications for scientific and
mathematical concepts, students first learn to use an assortment of
computational thinking patterns by progressing through a series of
games. After that they design sophisticated original games before
turning to simulation. To begin that discussion, AR shares
materials that describe a current event that lends itself to being
modeled, such as the spread of the Ebola virus, and shows an
AgentSheets simulation of that concept that she has developed.
Students then consider how simulations differ from games,
brainstorm additional concepts that might or might not lend
themselves to being modeled, and reflect on the reasons why.

As a more detailed example of the disciplinary context in
planning, here we 1) report the recommendations of another
teacher training organization with respect to the SGD Forest Fire
simulation and 2) compare a Forest Fire plan created by an
individual teacher who had no connection with that organization.
The organization identified cross-disciplinary content, including
probability, chaos, and variance, that learners could come to
understand through forest fire modeling and simulation. They
recommended that classes first review prerequisite math and
science concepts and then undertake a hand simulation process
using a paper grid and dice, focusing on the probability of
unharmed trees catching fire from adjacent burning trees. With the
subsequently created computer-based simulation, both the factors
affecting the spread of the fire and its effect on animals were to be
considered. Teachers were instructed to point out that computer

One feature that often distinguishes simulations from games is
that the movement of entities is internally motivated rather than
being based on directional control provided by the user. The
Lemmings design has both game- and simulation-like
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thinking goals set by technology teachers versus subject area
teachers. We also intend to examine the role of contextual
information in instructional resources provided to students.

characteristics. There is a goal—lemming agents are to move from
one area of the board to another—but users do not control this
movement directly. While building Lemmings, students discover
alternate forms of user interaction that can be used to change a
lemming’s internal state, which in turn controls its movement. At
this point students are ready to develop a model for a construct of
personal interest (sometimes based on disciplinary content from
another current class) and to create their own simulations with
which they gather, display, and interpret data. During her
interview, AR expressed her excitement about the value of SGD
activities for her students, pointing out that they learn problemsolving skills, understand a software tool that can be used to
express their ideas in future endeavors, and are more prepared for
career success because computer operation has been demystified.
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